PRO ADS

simply sublime
Adorned with luxurious touches, this penthouse oozes
with class and yet manages to stay functional

E
We love:

The lustrous black marble
flooring emits opulence and
pairs well with the chic red
kitchen cabinetry.
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xtravagance is the key
for this three-bedroom
penthouse unit. Designer
John Kow from Rhiss Interior
sculpted a gorgeous living
space for the two brothers
living here.
The homeowners wanted
their shared abode to take
on a modern and classy
theme and looking at the
results, John clearly adhered
to that. He also did not forget
about the practical aspect
as he executed some clever

space configuration to better
allocate the space in this
cavernous home.
Beginning from the openconcept living and dining
zones, this space used to host
a six-foot tall ceiling. John felt
that it was a waste of good
space so he sealed it up to add
to the second storey’s floor
space. The newly reclaimed
space is then used for a walk-in
wardrobe at the second storey.
Back on the first floor –
where the public living zones

STYLE WOW:

The custom-built bed
frame is illuminated
with recessed lighting
to project a floating
illusion that counters
the dark colour
scheme perfectly.

and a bedroom reside – the
lowered ceiling is filled with
geometric shapes to prevent
the space from looking bland.
It helms two chandeliers;
one at each of the two public
zones. At the living area, the
wall is covered with a laminate
panel with dark wood grains.
It is then illuminated with
recessed lighting fitted at
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the back to highlight the
gorgeous feature wall. Strips
of black tinted mirrors were
also added to the glamourous
mix and it frames the feature
wall perfectly.
On the other side where
the dining area is, the wall
is dressed with dark tinted
mirrors with bevelled edges.
For a subtle point of visual
interest, John mounted a
hanging shelf on the wall
to better showcase the
homeowners’ favourite
display ornaments.
Venturing upstairs, one
of the bedrooms exudes a
five-star hotel-worthy feel.
John plastered a sprawling
headboard of padded
panels on the wall and this
lofty feature spans upwards
towards the ceiling. It is
flanked by dark tinted
strips of mirrors which add
to its sleek appeal. On the
other wall, grey wallpaper
was utilised to create a
masculine yet sensuous
atmosphere conducive for
rest and relaxation.

With over 15 years of interior design experience between its founders, it goes without
saying that Rhiss Interior Pte Ltd has the expertise to turn dream homes into reality.
Besides that, its dynamic team of talented designers is always ready to transform empty
rooms into innovative spaces for living, work and play! Armed with rich experience,
creative ideas, practical interior solutions and most importantly, passion, you can be
sure that your abode will be in the good hands of this dream team.
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